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Introduction 

  The term ―sustainability‖ is most commonly defined as developing in such a way 

that we are able to ―meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs‖ (Orr, 23).  This goal is often accomplished 

by minimizing the use of non-renewable energy sources, reducing unnecessary 

consumption, and preserving ecosystems as completely as possible.  However, with the 

simultaneous growth of environmental concerns and corresponding advocacy, many have 

argued that sustainability must be integrated into the culture and moral mindset of a 

community in order to affect the most change possible and continue it in future 

generations.  This of course is at the heart of what we at Millsaps College aspire to do 

daily:  affect positive, compassionate change in communities through ―the innovative 

shaping of the social, economic, and cultural progress of our region‖ and then our world 

(from the Millsaps College Mission Statement). 

  Therefore it is because of Millsaps‘ potential and purpose that its students have 

turned their attention to the damages we as a society inflict on our planet, wishing to 

exemplify environmental stewardship as a community and assist Millsaps College in 

becoming a greater leader in sustainable efforts overall.  As students and leaders of an 

exceptional liberal arts institution in the heart of the most consumptive country in the 

world, we feel it is imperative that we lead the way to an ethic of ecological protection, 

beginning with what we leave behind, our waste.    

  Recycling has long been a priority among Millsaps‘ students, as well as a hotly 

debated program that has in the past appeared inconsistent in its effectiveness.  As a 

visible symbol for the environmental movement, a viable recycling program represents 
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for many Millsaps College students and faculty our commitment as a school to 

sustainability overall.  Likewise, it is crucial to Millsaps‘ goal of attracting diverse and 

thoughtful students that we display our dedication to this cause.  Just as Millsaps College 

has often been the progressive face of Mississippi on issues such as civil rights, it again 

has the opportunity to be a leader for public progress.   

  It is for these reasons that this class has decided to make an assessment of 

material use, waste, and recycling the focus of our investigation.  It is our goal to analyze 

the current system and student attitudes, to provide an evaluation of possible problems 

therein, and make recommendations for improvement in the system overall.  It has also 

become through the process of our assessment crucial that we recognize those who better 

Millsaps College daily in their service and applaud the many successes of the College as 

regards environmental stewardship and efficiency, something that often goes unnoticed 

by friends of the College in their desire to make Millsaps even better. 

Methods 

  Because of their logistic insight into the current recycling program and issues of 

waste removal and management at Millsaps College, our study began with interviews of 

current Millsaps staff members.  Among those interviewed were David Wilkinson, head 

of Physical Plant, Oscar Johnson, head of housekeeping, Danny Neely, head of grounds 

keeping, Tom Henderson, director of the library and ITS services, and Chef Dave 

Woodward, the manager of the cafeteria and Kava House.  

  To further our understanding of the day-to-day operations of the Millsaps staff 

that handle waste management, members of the class observed grounds keeping and 
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housekeeping workers in their routine tasks of cleaning dorm areas, removing trash from 

buildings, and removing litter from outdoor areas and parking lots. 

  In order to collect quantitative data representing Millsaps College‘s unnecessary 

waste patterns and the potential for composting organic waste, the class performed a 

study of food waste during each meal of an average day in the cafeteria.  Food left on 

plates was scraped into containers that were measured each hour of the meal and 

compared to the tally of people whose plates were scraped within that time period. 

  By investigating the contents of trash and recycling receptacles in buildings 

across campus, our class was able to gain insight into student knowledge about recycling, 

students‘ dedication to intentional recycling, and the differences the availability of 

recycling containers make to the contents of nearby trash bins. 

  In order to find difficulties with the organization of housekeeping and indicate 

those areas that needed more recycling or trash bins, the class surveyed most buildings on 

campus for the location of each type of receptacle. 

The class also designed a short survey online survey in order to gauge student, 

faculty, and administration's opinions concerning recycling.  

 

Introduction to Waste and Recycling at Millsaps College 

Millsaps College spends $88,000 dollars a year solely on garbage pickup.  The waste 

pickup includes both garbage waste and recyclable waste.  Millsaps campus contains six 

20 cubic yard dumpsters that are emptied every day, two 30 cubic yard compactors that 

are emptied every three months, and one 20 cubic yard recycling dumpster that is 

emptied once a week on average. Last summer alone Millsaps produced 30.63 tons of 
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garbage.  We produce a hefty amount of garbage everyday at Millsaps, and have an 

excellent staff that strives to keep our campus clean. 

  The garbage produced at Millsaps is dealt with by Millsaps employees that make 

up the Physical Plant sector.  David Wilkinson is in charge of the Physical Plant and 

reports directly to the president of the College.  Under the title Physical Plant are three 

branches consisting of 8 maintenance staff, 8 grounds staff, and 21 housekeeping staff.  

One part time grounds employee exclusively walks around campus and picks up trash off 

the ground.  David Wilkinson estimates that his employees spend an average of over 24 

hours a school week just on garbage.  After participant observations the estimate is 

higher, around 35 hours a week.    

  All of the trash and recycling waste is picked up by a company called Allied 

Waste.  Millsaps is soon to be switching companies to Waste Management, which will 

help to reduce our annual spending on waste removal. (By the time of printing, we will 

have made our switch).   

 

Waste Management will recycle the following items:  

• Plastic bottles    (Soda, milk, water) 

• Cans   (Soda, Steel, Aluminum) 

• Cardboard 

• Paper (Office, Newspaper, Phonebooks, Magazines) 
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Recycling and Waste Data 

The recycling and waste data for this project was collected by survey method.  Students 

first marked down the location and numbers of trash cans and recycling bins.  Then, by 

either flipping a coin, or using a random number generator found online, one trash can 

and one recycling bin was chosen from the location and its contents were examined.  For 

both the trash can and the recycling bin, there were five different categories that the 

contents could be placed in:  Aluminum, Plastic, Paper, Glass, Organic Waste, and Non-

Organic Waste.  To represent the item, a tally mark was drawn in the box and totaled 

later.    

  As a class we decided to survey areas that had a healthy amount of student 

contact.  We made sure to include locations such as dorms and academic buildings and 

even places such as the Bowl that are popular hang-out areas for students.  We surveyed a 

total of 5 dorms, 4 academic buildings, the library, the Bowl and Reuben's.  This gives a 

grand total of 12 locations.  Overall, we counted a total of 165 trash cans and 48 

recycling bins; a trash can and recycling bin being defined as a bin used to hold recycling 

or trash with no particular size requirement.  The sizes of bins range through out campus.  

The only requirement was that the bin was in a public area such as a hall way or open 

lobby area. 

  Approximately half of the total trash cans and recycling bins were located in the 5 

dorm areas; with a specific total of 69 trash cans and 26 recycling bins.  While we were 

surveying dorm areas, we also approximated how many individuals could live in the area 

at a given time.  In the 5 dorms, it was approximated that 674 individuals could live there 
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at a given time, meaning that there was about 1 trash can for every 10 individuals and 1 

recycling bin for every 25. 

 The trash cans and recycling bins were unevenly distributed amongst the dorms.  

According to Figure 1 and Figure 2,  Galloway has 24 of the 69 trash cans and 12 of the 

26 recycling bins.  Following Galloway, Bacot has a total of 21 trash cans and 6 recycling 

bins, while Franklin has a total of 8 trash cans and 6 recycling bins.  This leaves 

Sanderson with 8 trash cans and 2 recycling bins.  Finally, Charles (representative of the 

New Dorms) was left with 8 trash cans and 0 recycling bins. 

 Of the 4 classroom locations (Christian Center, Murrah, Academic Complex and 

Olin) surveyed, there was a total of 55 trash cans and 11 recycling bins.  According to 

Figure 1 and Figure 2, there are 19 trash cans in Olin, 5 in the Christian Center, 15 in the 

Academic Complex and 16 in Murrah.  According to the data, there appears to be a 5 to 1 

ratio of trash cans to recycling bins in the classroom buildings.  In both Olin and the 

Academic Complex, there are 4 recycling bins each, while the Annex (connected to 

Murrah) contains 3, leaving Murrah with 0 bins.  Finally, there were 0 recycling bins in 

the Christian Center. 

 In the 3 student hang-out areas (Reuben's, the library, and the Bowl) there were a 

total of 11 recycling bins and 41 trash cans (approximately a 4 to 1 ratio).  According to 

Figures 1 and 2, 28 of the 41 trash cans are located in the library, while the Bowl had a 

total of 7 and Reuben's had a total of 6 trash cans.  On the other hand, there are 10 

recycling bins (mostly paper bins) in the library and 1 in Reuben's, leaving 0 in the Bowl 

area.   
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 At the 12 locations, we surveyed a total of 12 trash cans and 9 recycling bins (3 of 

the 12 locations did not have any recycling bins to survey).   The data collected from 

these surveys was then used to generate the percentage of trash in the recycling bins 

(Figure 4) and the percentage of recycling in the trash cans (Figure 3). 

 In the 5 dorm areas, the percentage of recyclables (defined as aluminum cans, 

plastic bottles, and paper sheets) in trash cans ranges from 0% to 58.82%.  According to 

Figure 3, Franklin has the lowest percentage at 0%.  Bacot had the second lowest 

percentage of recyclables in trash cans at 12.5%.  Charles (representative of the new 

dorms) had 20% recyclables in trash. 33% of the trash in Galloway was recyclable 

materials. .   Sanderson had the highest percentage of recyclable materials in the trash 

cans at 58.82%. 

Figure 1, Number and Placement of Trash Can s Around Campus
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In the same five areas, the percentage of trash in the recycling bins ranged from 

0% to 25% (Charles is not included in this range because it does not have any recycling 

bins).  In Bacot 0% of the items found in the recycling bin were trash, while in Franklin, 

the recycling was 3.8% trash.  Sanderson's was 7.69% trash, while, Galloway's was 25% 

trash.   

  In the four classroom buildings, the percentage of recyclable items in the trash 

can was much smaller, ranging from 0% to 22.22%.  In both Olin and the Annex 

(included in the survey of Murrah), there were 0% recyclables in the trash.  In the 

Christian Center there were, on the other hand, 11.76% recyclables in the trash. In the 

Academic Complex, 22.22% of the trash contained recyclable materials.   

 Since the Christian Center did not have any recycling bins, the range of trash in 

the recycling bins ranged from 0% to 17.39%.  Both the Annex (included in Murrah's 

survey) and the Academic Complex's recycling had 0% trash.17.39% of the recyclable 

materials in Olin‘s recycling bin were trash.  

Figure 2, Number and Placement of Recycling Bins Around Campus
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 Finally, the student hang-out areas (the Bowl, the library, and Reuben's) had high 

percentages of recyclable materials  in the trash cans.  The library had 63.15% of 

recyclables (mostly paper) in the trash, while the Bowl had 28.57%.  Reuben's had 0% 

recyclables in trash.  Also, these same areas (excluding the Bowl because it has no 

recycling bins) remarkably had no trash in the recycling bins.  

 

Our data indicates that:   

Where there are fewer (or no) recycling bins the amount of recyclable materials in 

trash cans is higher.   

 Charles:  0 recycling bins and 20% recycling in trash 

 Christian Center:  0 recycling bins and 11.76% recycling in trash 

 Bowl:  0 recycling bins and 28.57% recycling in trash 

 Sanderson: 2 recycling bins and 58.82% recycling in trash 

Firgue 3, Percentage of Recyclable Items in Trash Containers
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Areas surveyed without Recycling Bins: 

 Charles 

 Murrah (not including the annex) 

 Christian Center 

 Bowl 

Other known areas without Recycling Bins: 

 Kava House  

 Student Activities Center (has paper bins, but is lacking aluminum and plastic 

recycling bins) 

 John  

 Susanna 

Nearly 44% of the recycling bins surveyed had some percentage of garbage in them, 

indicating improper use: 

 Olin:  17.39% 

 Galloway:  25% 

Firgue 4, Percentage of Trash Items in Recycling Containers
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 Sanderson:  7.69% 

 Franklin:  3.8% 

 

Survey of Millsaps Community on Attitudes Towards Recycling 

 

For the survey, we chose concise questions that would be both straightforward and 

informative in order to elicit the most responses. First, we wanted to know the occupation 

of the survey taker: student, faculty member, or staff member. Then, we asked for class 

specification if the survey taker was a student. Next, we asked the survey taker if he or 

she is male or female. These questions provide us with an idea of who our respondant is. 

That is, once we analyze the responses, we can gain perspective on who is more likely to 

respond. A lack of reponses from a certain group can be telling as well. The fourth 

question is simple: Do you recycle at home? The fifth question, which asks the survey 

taker what materials can be recycled on campus, helps us to gauge what the survey taker 

knows or does not know about recycling and perhaps provide us with insights into 

opinions. Next, we asked how important recycling is to the survey taker. As an addendum 

to the previous question, this too can help us to gauge opinions concerning recycling. 

Then we asked for personal comments, and finally, we asked the survey taker to provide 

his or her email if they wished to be eligible for dinner for two at Julep Restaurant. The 

survey was sent out by a faculty member to the entire campus. Responses were voluntary 

and were not randomly selected.  

After launching the survey, we received a few emails concerning a glitch. The 

second question, asking for student class rank, was marked as a required question. If a 

faculty or staff member were to respond to the question, they were required, then, to 
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choose a class rank as well. This may account for part or all of the sixty abandoned 

responses and the eleven partial responses.  

Of the 248 responses to the question “What can be recycled on campus?” 

only 15 people answered correctly. Of those who were correct about the items that can 

be recycled on campus, there were 9 students, 2 faculty members, and 4 staff members; 

five were male, 10 were female. Of the 9 students, 5 were underclassmen, 3 

upperclassmen, and three were graduate students. 

 Of 250 respondents, 169 (or 68%) recycle at home, suggesting that most students, 

staff, and faculty are familiar with recycling and have established recycling habits. 

 

When asked how important it is that Millsaps has a recycling program, 55% of 

students, faculty, and staff reported that it was very important (see chart below).   
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 The last question of the student/staff survey asked the participants if they had any 

comments or suggestions about the Millsaps' Recycling program.  The majority of the 

comments dealt with the improvement of Millsaps recycling program through the 

placement and type of recycling bins, the attitudes associated with the program, and the 

maintenance staff who collected the recycling. 

Fifty-four people said that the accessibility and visibility of the recycling bins 

needs improvement. Complaints include lack of markings on recycling bins and 

inconvenient locations of bins. Comments reflect overall confusion about how and where 

to recycle. For example, one person said, ―What recycling program?‖ Others made 

specific suggestions such as placing recycling bins in offices so that they are accessible 

instead of having them placed ―on the other side of the building.‖ Thirteen people said 
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that the uniformity of the recycling bins needs improvement and suggested having bins 

all the same colors and sizes with similarly marked labels.  

Thirteen people said that they were not satisfied with maintenance staff. Many 

people said that they had heard rumors that maintenance put recycled materials in the 

garbage. Others reported witnessing maintenance mixing recycled materials and other 

waste. One person blatantly cited the cause of negative attitudes towards recycling being 

because of maintenance stating, ―many people don't participate because they've had 

rumors that the materials in the recycling bins are just thrown away!‖ 

Of the 250 responses, 37% believed that Millsaps should improve the accessibility 

and visibility of Recycling bins around campus.  An additional 2% felt that Millsaps 

should even improve the uniformity of the recycling bins on campus to increase recycling 

efforts.  12% believed that Millsaps should have improved methods for collecting the 
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recyclable and commented that they had either heard about, or seen maintenance staff 

throwing away recyclables.  45% believed, overall, that Millsaps needs to improve its 

recycling program and attitudes towards this program.  Finally, 4% of the survey 

participants felt that recycling was not needed at Millsaps.   

  Overall, results of the survey suggest that recycling is important to students and 

staff on campus, but that that there is a significant lack of education about Millsaps‘ 

recycling program. Responses from participants also suggest that the recycling program 

could be better organized for the convenience of users. 

 

Cafeteria, Kava House, and Food Waste 

Chef Dave Interview 

The Cafeteria staff members are employed through Valley Foods, and the food that 

Millsaps receives is ordered by Valley from Sysco.  The majority of the food does not 

come premade.  In fact, only some desserts come made already.  Instead, the kitchen gets 

large bags of macaroni, for example, along with bags of cheese sauce.  Both are pre-

measured, meaning that the noodles simply need to be boiled and mixed with the sauce.  

Chef Dave said that having the food delivered pre-measured by the batch cuts down on 

food waste during the preparation and cooking processes.   

  Serving the food is the area in which waste is the biggest problem.  Chef Dave 

said that they try to use as many leftovers as possible, but that over 200 pounds of food is 

thrown out each week in the kitchen.  Because food can only be reheated once, what is 

not eaten the second time it is put out must be thrown away.  Also, once food is put in the 

middle of the Caf, in the self-serve line, health codes prevent them from using this food 
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again because it has been exposed.  Gleaners used to pick up leftover food each week and 

take it to a food bank, but that has recently stopped.   

  To determine how much food is wasted daily by students, our class conducted a 

project to measure the average amount of food wasted by collecting the leftovers from 

students‘ plates and weighing it. Our results showed that the waste was: 

• Breakfast = 28 pounds food waste 

• Lunch = 56 pounds food waste 

• Dinner = 89.2 pounds food waste 

• Average day = 173.2 pounds food waste 

 

  Most people finished their breakfasts. Many people were uncomfortable  

scraping their plates and seeing the food waste.   

  The most commonly spoiled food item is milk.  Because the milk comes in sealed 

bags, there is no way to test freshness before it gets put out and is sometimes spoiled 

before the expiration date.  Yogurt is something that also spoils on occasion.  Chef Dave 

has gotten more strict with making the staff check the dates on the yogurt daily to ensure 

freshness because it is stocked from the back, so all of the older yogurt gets pushed to the 

front.   

  When asked if he would be open to composting the food waste produced by the 

Caf, Chef Dave said yes, but that it would have to be a group effort.  He suggested we 

place bins by the exit and get students to scrape their non-protein food on a voluntary 

basis.  Collecting compost in this way will hopefully prevent students who do not wish to 

participate from putting non-compostable items into the bins.  The bins would need to be 
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clearly marked with a list of what is/is not compostable.  The Caf staff would take the 

collected food to the receptacles on the back dock, where it would be picked up for free 

three times a week.  The school is paid for its used cooking oil, but it costs $300 to emply 

the 1000 gallon grease trap that catches all of the waste from the kitchen sinks and drains.   

  The trays were removed from the Caf to reduce water and energy usage.  While 

Chef Dave did see a reduction in the amount of food waste, no water or energy was saved 

because the dishwasher is left on continuously (unless the Caf is very slow).  However, 

the students who were used to using trays silently protested by leaving the Caf a disaster 

after meals.  Because the school cannot afford cleaning staff for the Caf, the workers 

clean the tables whenever they have time.  The mess in the Caf was making the school 

look bad to prospective students, so there was an emergency meeting, and the trays were 

brought back.  Though the Caf is much cleaner now, the amount of food waste has 

increased.   

  In comparison to the Caf, food waste at Kava House is relatively minimal.  The 

only food that is thrown out at Kava at the end of the day is sandwiches.  Between 150 

and 200 students pass through Kava on an average day, and there is usually only 30-40 

sandwiches leftover that are thrown out.    

 

Groundskeeping and Waste 

At Millsaps, approximately $100,000 is spent annual on maintenance of grounds, 

including repairs to sports fields, litter clean-up, and vegetation maintenance. Some of the 

groundskeeping practices are not environmentally sustainable, but have been deemed 

necessary for the aesthetic upkeep of the College. Lack of student responsibility for trash 
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is a huge burden for Danny Neely, Director of Grounds, and the eleven-man crew (ten 

full time, one part time). 

Plant and grass upkeep information: 

• Big John‘s Tree Service of Flowood is contracted to remove tree limbs, etc.  

• Grass clippings are mulched back into the ground on campus. 

• Flowers in the five beds on campus are changed at least twice annually (―annual 

color‖) so the gardens will be in flower during the fall and spring. Approximately $6,000 

of the annual budget goes toward the purchase and planting of new flowers; donors pay 

for 60% of the gardens‘ annual color. Flowers that are torn out are either thrown away or 

taken home and replanted by the grounds crew or other Millsapians.  

  There is no composting program on campus besides recycling of grass clippings; 

the issue is finding a place to physically put a composting site that is accessible and 

aesthetically and economically feasible for the school community.  

 

 ―Number one obstacle is trash on campus‖ –Danny Neely 

Groundskeeping maintains the fraternity house yards; these are especially a problem after 

party nights, Bid Day, and Spring Parties. The mud pit in front of Sigma Alpha Epsilon 

was not repaired by the fraternity in a timely manner, forcing grounds crew to do so 

before prospective students arrived. Workers come in seven days a week to pick up trash. 

Clarence Henderson‘s entire job is to walk around campus collecting litter from the 

pathways, sporting areas, and parking lots and around buildings. 

  The cost of disposing of trash is an issue; there are fifty outdoor trash cans on 

campus, which are emptied every Friday. The bags alone for removing that much trash 
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cost about $50-$100 a week. Cost of oil has gone up, so the price of plastic garbage bags 

has risen. Money on trash collection saved by installing a trash compactor on campus to 

augment a 30-yard Dumpster.  

 

Challenges and Inefficiencies 

This section represents the challenges we found to waste reduction during our assessment 

as well as the inefficiencies in the general system of campus that should be assessed.    

Recycling Program:  

 The guidelines of the current recycling system are vague and confusing.   

Recyclable items are unknown to users: students, staff and faculty.  The bins lack 

uniformity, making it difficult to understand where recycling should be placed.  

 To some students recycling is viewed as an abnormal activity.  Other students 

who have recycled previously to living on campus, see recycling as a normality. 

Recycling loses legitimacy as a priority, when given secondary status to trash 

collection.     

 

Trash Collection: 

 The disposal of trash on campus is expensive.  Recyclables like plastic and 

aluminum have a large mass, taking up room in the dumpster. Recycling could 

reduce this space use.   

 One groundskeeper works part time, solely to pick up trash around campus.  The 

amount of litter around campus warrants this need.  David Wilkerson would like 

these efforts to be placed elsewhere, but the problem of litter persists.    
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 Each dorm has a large amount of trash but an inefficient way to remove this trash.  

Typically the trash bags are thrown from a staircase to a pile below, to be picked 

up by another physical plant worker.   

 Students regularly throw away usable or fixable items.  

 

General:  

 Budget cuts force larger use of unsustainable products.  Rueben's had container‘s 

made from sugar cane pulp but could not continue because of the cost.  Currently 

the containers are made of styrofoam.  These materials are manufactured with 

toxic chemicals.  After the one time use, the styrofoam does not disintegrate in a 

land fill.    

 Many ―resource saving‖ projects are run by students in goal specific clubs.  This 

creates difficulty to gaining legitimacy for these projects as integral parts of the 

waste system, as well as the long-term effectiveness of these programs.   

 In our campus comparisons we found, rural or mountainous schools have better 

access to the ―natural environment‖ and this fuels a greater student desire to 

conserve what is close to them.  Our place in an urban setting is equally as 

important. We reach out to our community through service to others. We should 

look into ways to couple this with protection and appreciation of the urban 

environment.   
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Positive Findings and Green Practices 

Through our qualitative field research, while we found many negative aspects of the 

College‘s waste disposal system, but we have found that Millsaps College has a devoted 

staff of people who are committed workers. These staff members are also innovators in 

their fields of experience.  From housekeeping to maintenance staff to cafeteria planning 

and organization, we have found our waste is thoughtfully considered as an integral 

system of our college. Workers are committed to the procedures that the College instills. 

Yet, within the larger system workers create more expedient and resourceful modes of 

managing waste.  We can see this creativity and agency of Millsaps staff in a quote from 

Mr. William who maintains Sullivan Harrell Hall. He says, ―I have a system that works. I 

don‘t let it work me.‖ These observations chart only a portion of the resourceful practices 

that physical plant workers contribute to sustainability upon Millsaps‘ campus.  

  Housekeeping staff sorts through trash for recyclable items. This sorting increases 

efficiency and reduces waste. By placing the paper into recycling bins, trash bags are 

lighter and can more easily be moved, organized, and are less likely to break.   This 

prevents double-bagging and/or tears in bags, which reduces bags being used and 

increases time efficiency.   

  Food in the cafeteria is pre-measured and analyzed to reduce wasted food 

portions. This efficient practice saves the College unnecessary food expenditures and 

allows for useful financial allocations as students‘ consumption patterns shift.  Reducing 

food waste also reduces harmful methane greenhouse gases, reducing Millsaps College‘s 

carbon emissions.  
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  The cafeteria recycles used cooking oil. The improper disposal of used cooking 

oil can lead to infrastructural and environmental consequences. By pouring used cooking 

oil down a sink or drain, risks of clogging and damage can cause expensive repairs for 

the College. These clogs can also affect city sewer and drain systems, causing backups in 

major sewer systems in the city of Jackson. If these liquids do not get clogged they 

eventually lead to the Pearl River, a major habitat of plants and animals in Mississippi. 

Pouring these liquids in soil also endangers both plant and animal species, reducing 

aeration of soil.   

  Overseers of physical plant are aware and regularly assess service-providers‘ 

processes of trash pickup. With the awareness of the lack of efficiency by the current 

recycling company, administration will make a shift to Waste Management as a more 

efficient service provider in mid-March.  David Wilkinson has advocated Waste 

Management as a more cost and time efficient company.  

 

Recommendations 

After compilation and analysis of data our team has created recommendations for the 

College in their efforts to improve cost-efficiencies and environmental resourcefulness, 

overall contributing to an effective plan for sustainability.  

  These recommendations focused upon student and dorm initiatives that seem be 

the weakest link on our campus. In an interview with Oscar Johnson, he comments, ―It‘s 

not bad, but it‘s more than it‘s supposed to be at Millsaps.‖ We certainly agree. Our data 

indicates that Millsaps College, like many small liberal arts colleges, struggles with 

student contributions to sustainability.  This is evident in interviews conducted with 
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workers and in organization and planning levels. We attribute these fluctuations to 

mobile student populations. Classes move in and out, contributing to attitudes of 

temporality that further contribute to a lack of ownership amongst the student population.  

Precedents of failing student-led initiatives include the ‗pack-rat system,‘ freshmen 

recycling programs, and recycling bin organization in dorms.  

  As a college that prides itself upon educating the whole individual, we 

recommend that Millsaps College integrate sustainability education and implement 

programs for student involvement that will persist.  These are our recommendations for 

these implementations:  

 

Implementing Waste Education 

We envision several facets to this education including student-targeted initiatives in 

residence halls, campus life, and the cafeteria.  Sustainability should become an integral 

part of Student Life programming.  We think Resident Assistants and Foundation leaders 

should lead the effort for education of the recycling program.  By educating each 

freshman class, the recycling program will become an integral part of campus.   

  We recommend that education and experiences of housekeeping processes be 

required of Resident Assistants, as well as Foundation Leaders. This would extend their 

responsibilities to include sustainable maintenance in dorm rooms, specifically within 

freshman dorms, as well as an understanding of maintenance and grounds through out 

campus. This education would set precedent for the rest of a student‘s Millsaps College 

experience.  This training and education would not require extensive efforts of resident 

assistants.  
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Responsibilities of Resident Assistants:  

 orientation to on-campus recyclable materials, this would include how the 

recyclable materials are picked up on campus and then taken off campus  

 clearly marked recycling bins that indicate materials included in bins 

 strategically place bins: one on each hall and remove unused bins (such as those 

on abandoned halls) In order to reach this goal a purchase of 20 recycling bins is 

necessary 

 orientation with an introduction to dorm housekeeping staff and education of the 

housekeeping process 

Responsibilities of Foundations Leaders:  

 explain how recycling should work outside of residence halls 

 educating freshman on the responsibilities of maintenance and grounds, creating a 

respect and appreciation for their efforts 

Sewanee‘s Environmental Residents and George Washington‘s Resident Assistant 

programs (see Appendix A) could serve as models. 

Responsibilities of Student Life Intern:  

 research creative sustainable practices Millsaps can use to increase its practices  

 maintenance of implemented systems, and eliminating inefficient uses of space, 

time, and financial resources of the College.  

 implement a ―free store‖ in which students, faculty and staff can leave and take 

items that are reusable but are not wanted. This space would also have recycling 

for infrequently used items like electronics or printer cartridges  
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Composting in the Cafeteria 

From interviews with Chef Dave and cafeteria staff and from our own experiences with 

waste collection we have found that students do not find that their food waste is their 

responsibility. This often results in an overflow of food waste and littering in the cafeteria 

that are unnecessary and extra workloads for cafeteria workers.  

  We propose (from recommendations from Chef Dave) that the cafeteria 

implement student-accessible composting bins in which students can voluntarily sort 

compostable material before placing their plates upon plate conveyer. If these bins were 

placed before this belt students would gain access to the process and gain responsibility 

for their waste while contributing to the environmental sustainability. This compost could 

be picked up and contributed to Tougaloo College-Rainbow Garden compost for their 

use.  

 

Conclusions  

These administrative implementations targeted toward student life would increase 

student-ownership and responsibility for their spaces upon Millsaps‘ campus.  Using the 

―Are you one?‖ campaign could create a community force to contribute and take part in 

this system.  ―Are you one who recycles?‖  Through Student Life efforts coupled with 

student participation the recycling program should gain legitimacy and become an 

integral part of the waste system. By strengthening student awareness and responsibility 

the College would decrease inefficient uses of time, space, and finances in regards to 

trash and waste management.  
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  This education also fulfills Millsaps College‘s mission of educating the whole 

person who is aware of the issues surrounding them and is dedicated to the ―innovative 

shaping of the social, economic and cultural progress of our region.‖ Providing a student 

with sustainability education incorporated into his or her everyday life increases the 

Millsaps student‘s regional, national, and global awareness that is demanded for a more 

sustainable future in a world of One.  

Future Research: 

While our class project allowed a full assessment of the College‘s waste program, we are 

missing details in specific areas.  We recommend specific research into specific sites.  

While most residence halls and academic buildings operate similarly, sites like the 

library, Kava House and Rueben's are unique spaces.  These sites need more research to 

find the most effective waste reduction methods.   
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Interesting Facts 

 Director of Maintenance David Wilkinson has moved to purchase new metal trash 

cans built by incarcerated tradesmen from Mississippi Prison Industries, which 

operates a local outpost at Central Mississippi Correctional Facility in Pearl. The 

new cans are identical in quality and similar in looks, but are a quarter of the cost 

and more environmentally responsible with the local manufacturing and delivery.  

 Though students by far produce the most litter, drivers and pedestrians on West 

Street often dispose of trash onto the roadside, which is the responsibility of 

Millsaps grounds crew to clean.  

 The average Millsaps student uses approximately sixty gallons of water to 

shower.  

 The on-campus dryers utilized by students have sensitive start buttons; often 

students will press the button twice to accidently bump up drying time from 60 

minutes to 99 minutes, wasting about $.18 cents in electricity costs each time.   

 The Kava House, though technically against policy, will allow students to fill 

their own reusable containers for drinks and soup, circumventing Styrofoam and 

paper waste.  

 There are natural wetlands on campus.   
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Thank You! 

 

On behalf of our (Applied Anthropology) class, we would like to extend our gratitude to 

those who helped us to complete our sustainability assessment: 

Clarence Henderson 

Tom Henderson 

Oscar Johnson 

Patrick & Mary Kelly of Julep Restaurant 

Ernestine Lee 

Devon Morris 

Danny Neely 

David Wilkinson 

David ―Chef Dave‖ Woodward 
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Appendix 

Sustainability programs at other schools 

George Washington  

Washington College is similar to Millsaps College in its approach to education. With a 

student to faculty ratio of 12 to 1, Washington College demonstrates a passionate 

endeavor for providing students with a close supportive atmosphere.  Unlike Millsaps 

College, Washington has implemented a dorm recycling initiative that has proven 

successful. Although many green initiatives on campus are student led, their recycling 

system ahs been implemented by administration. Washington has created a position for a 

recycling/sustainability coordinator.  He or she is in charge of sustainability education, 

contact, and communication with resident assistants. They utilize effective 

communication providing students, faculty, and staff with easily readable information on 

their website about recyclable materials and hours of recycling pickup, connecting 

students to the process.  The recycling coordinator has also provided clearly marked 

recycling bins. These bins‘ functions are clearly outlined on the recycling information 

page.  To ensure student participation, the administration at Washington has implemented 

dorm recycling through the Resident Assistant program. Each resident assistant is 

required to provide information, coordination, and oversight to his/her residents, making 

sure that the recycling process is accessible to the student body specifically. This 

allocation of responsibilities to resident assistants has resulted in dorms‘ competitions 

over which dorms can recycle the most,  a ―George Gets Ingenious‖ essay competition 

that outlines ideas for implementations in which Washington College could further 

sustainability efforts, and also identifies the most effective means of communication 
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between students and administration. However, Washington College also encourages its 

role in the larger community, bringing student awareness to the larger environment 

around them, encouraging communication and knowledge of the town‘s (Chesapeake 

Bay) recycling services. They even have a link to the town‘s environmental policy on 

their web page! 

From our preliminary observations we have noted that Millsaps College 

administration has made huge efforts in recycling. Housekeeping and maintenance 

recycles on a regular basis. However, our weakness seems to be among in dorms and 

student life on campus including waste from dining services and office supply disposal. 

Although student-led initiatives would be ideal, the regular turnover of students makes 

maintenance of a recycling program impractical. Instead, if administration were to extend 

their positive efforts, it would encourage student participation. Including programs like 

those at George Washington such as the Resident Assistant responsibilities, providing 

clearly marked recycling bins, and utilizing effective communication through the 

webpage, would continue Millsaps‘ efforts in educating the whole student, ―The One‖ 

that we so highly pride ourselves upon.   

The link to Washington College‘s recycling information page is featured below. 

Please note the effective format: http://georgegoesgreen.com/recycling.php 

 

Grinnell College 

  Another small liberal arts college, Grinnell College with a student population of 

about 1600 decided to create in 2005 a Sustainability assessment audit that could be 

completed by students and faculty.  This comprehensive questionnaire, focused on the 
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core areas of curriculum, research and scholarship, operations, faculty and staff 

development and rewards, outreach and service, student opportunities and institutional 

mission (structuring and planning).  From this audit, students and faculty were able to 

assess the environmental needs of their school and create ―EcoCampus‖ projects to 

address these specific needs.   

  For example, the Campus Advisory Committee on Environmental Concerns was 

created specifically to deal with the environmental concerns expressed in the audit.  Past 

projects of this group include:  creating an environmental policy statement for Grinnell 

College, exploring possible community partnerships, recycling and reducing solid waste, 

changing campus printers to default double-sided printing, hiring a full-time 

environmental coordinator, looking into ―Green‖ buildings, etc.  Currently, the group is 

looking into increasing the visibility of environmental information on campus and 

composting food waste feasibility. 

  Grinnell College believes that it is the duty of the liberal arts college to have a 

strong commitment to the environment, society, and future generations.  As a result, this 

college has incorporated environmental responsibility into important decisions and 

policies pertaining to its campus. Every year it also co-sponsors a major symposium with 

challenging topics pertaining to the environment and its major concerns. 

  In addition to this symposium and Grinnell‘s other sustainable efforts, the College 

also offers a competitive program in Nations and the Global Environment that provides a 

focus for students to address environmental issues and public policy, and additionally 

promoting global awareness.  ―The challenge is to integrate scientific knowledge in the 

making of public policy, public policy concerns into the practice of science, and both into 
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the study of the relationship between nations and the global environment‖ 

(www.grinnell.edu).  Grinnell accomplished this through the creation of curricular 

electives such as specific topics courses pertaining to the Global Environment and field 

courses in Belize.   

  Finally, Grinnell College has taken steps towards the longevity of this project by 

signing the Talloires Declaration, becoming a part of the Association of University 

Leaders for a Sustainable Future (ULSF).  This declaration has been signed by over 400 

colleges and universities, and supports sustainability worldwide with a critical focus on 

research, outreach, and teaching of environmental practices. 

 

Mars Hill College 

  Mars Hill College is a private, Baptist-affiliated liberal arts university located in 

the Blue Ridge Mountain area of North Carolina. It is slightly larger than Millsaps, with 

approximately 1450 students, and has a campus that covers 180 acres of both 

residential/business zones and natural landscape.  

  At Mars Hill, several groups not directly affiliated with conservation use their 

club as a platform for sustainability. MHC Cycling has rebuilt itself around promoting 

sustainability and affiliates itself with ―green‖ sponsors, such as Blue Ridge Biofuel, 

which collects used cooking oil from MHC‘s cafeteria and refines it for use as heating 

oil. The team also publicly endorses often unusual sustainable businesses that are 

accessible to students in cost and location—Organic Mechanic sustainable automotive 

repair, for example, and various Appalachian co-ops.  

http://www.grinnell.edu/
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  A group very similar to CMT, called LifeWorks, takes on a more 

environmentalist spin that our own faith-and-work based club by placing interested 

students directly with organizations or charities that deal with environmental 

sustainability.  

  Mars Hill also has a strong conservation-specific student organization base. Its 

Green MHC club concentrates on environmental activism on a ―wide local‖ scale. The 

students use online forums to swap tips on conservation and college sustainability and 

publicize national conservation initiatives like cell phone recycling as well as local 

―green‖ businesses and environmental rallies.  

  MHC faces challenges in large budget cuts that may nip environmental practices 

(sustainability integrated into all curriculum, geothermal heating) in the bud. It has lost a 

professor in every department due to financial strains. 

 

Rhodes College 

A coupling of student pressure and administrative assistance, created an efficient 

recycling program at Rhodes College.  As a member of the Southern Collegiate Athletic 

Conference, Rhodes is a similar to Millsaps in size and location.  The program was 

changed by a culmination of factors.  The school created better signage for bins, as well 

as having uniform bins through out campus.  The administration increased the 

responsibility of students by hiring recycling interns who notify maintenance when bins 

should be emptied.  The most impressive part of the student work was the $12,800 raised 

for new bins.  Impressed by this effort, the college supplemented these efforts with 

$33,000.  This went to purchase matching bins and other essentials for the program.  The 
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President Troutt was extremely impressed by the initiatives of the students and was proud 

of the leadership opportunity Rhodes provided.   

―Rhodes Grows Ever Greener with New Recycling Program‖, published by Rhodes on 22 

August 2006  

 

Sewanee: The University of the South 

  Sewanee is similar to Millsaps College in student size and curriculum education.  

Unlike Millsaps College, Sewanee has gone green by implementing sustainability on 

their campus.  Sewanee‘s administration has created multiple ways for student volunteers 

to help strive towards a sustainable college.  They have designed Environmental 

Residents, which are volunteer students around campus that are assigned to a dorm.  Each 

dorm has one ER, and their three main responsibilities include educating the students in 

their residential hall about environmental issues, encouraging students to strive to live 

more sustainable, and are in charge of coordinating their designated buildings recycling 

program. ERs have organized events such as sustainability week to recycling orientation 

for incoming freshmen.  Sewanee has an annual Eco Cup competition between residential 

living areas every month and the winning dorm is awarded a prize.  Student volunteers 

have started an organic garden that provides food for students.  Sewanee provides the 

students with a University Recycling Guide, to ensure that students understand what can 

be recycled. Overall Sewanee has given the responsibility of becoming a sustainable 

campus to the students, and the students have responded very positively.     

  From our observations here on Millsaps College we have acquired the 

information that administrations have made huge efforts in recycling.  Maintenance and 
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Housekeeping help with recycling on Millsaps College.  Students have tried to make 

changes here on campus, but without a majority student body backing them up has not 

seen the results that Sewanee has accomplished.  If administration were to implement 

structure like the Environmental Residents at Millsaps, and allow students an opportunity 

to help push towards a sustainable campus, we would have a greater chance to become 

more sustainable. After programs like the ER and recycling orientation for freshmen were 

created at Millsaps, students would become more aware of the importance of becoming a 

sustainable college. A sustainable college depends on students to take the initiative to 

become more sustainable in their everyday life.  The link to Sewanee‘s recycling page is: 

 http://www2.sewanee.edu/sewaneescene/forms/green/involved 

 

Tougaloo College 

The nearby campus of Tougaloo College has witnessed some of the same difficulties with 

recycling that Millsaps has experienced.  According to Michael Gentry, head of 

Tougaloo‘s gardening partnership with Rainbow Natural Foods, the campus only recently 

got their recycling bins back. These were removed for a period because organic waste 

and other non-recyclables were put in the bins.  However, they are now better marked 

with guidelines for recycling and have been more successful since their reintroduction. 

 

UCSD Sustainability 

 

The University of California San Diego has recently implemented a compost program in 

their dining halls.  They collect students‘ leftover food (non-protein and non-dairy) and 

send it to a local composting company.  Once there, it is treated and sent back to UC to – 
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and is then used by the university on campus.  This way, the food that is wasted by the 

school can later be used productively by the school.  It is recycling that goes full-circle.   

Along with composting food waste, the dining halls have almost completely 

switched from plastic and Styrofoam plates/cups/utensils to reusable ones.  When it is 

necessary for them to use disposable serving ware, they only use compostable brands.   

The university has also made recycling non-food waste easier for everyone.  They 

consolidated all of their recycling bins so that faculty, staff, and students can plate all of 

their recyclable items into any bin.  This cuts down on confusion as to what can be 

recycled where.   

Though the University of California San Diego is not a small college like Millsaps, they 

are taking on some of the same sustainability programs and practices that we are 

attempting ourselves.  This is good news because if a large school like UC can implement 

these practices, then we should be able to have success as well.   

 

University of Louisiana at Monroe 

The University of Louisiana in Monroe can provide us with useful comparisons. 

According to the ULM‘s University Relations, Millsaps and the ULM are in similar 

financial situations. In light of this, the school helps to organize student led organizations 

that encourage recycling. Also, ULM has worked to make connections with the different 

departments on campus in order for materials to be more efficiently salvaged and 

recycled. For instance, the ULM Child Development Center collects old cell phones and 

ink and jet cartridges to be recycled. There are also designated areas for students to 

recycle Number One and Number Two plastics and scrap metal. Also, there have been 
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dumpsters placed in high-traffic areas of ULM that are specifically used for on-campus 

recycling.  

  The ULM student body is active in recycling, and while they may outnumber the 

Millsaps‘ student population, they have also made these efforts with little to no funding. 

This should prove encouraging to the Millsaps community that is interested in crafting 

sustainability efforts but may be discouraged by the lack of funding Millsaps has to offer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


